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Kick-ass
Before his groundbreaking work on such legendary
titles as Superman: Red Son, The Authority, Civil War
and Wolverine: Old Man Logan, and his hit original
titles Kick-Ass, Wanted and Kingsman: The Secret
Service, the New York Times best-selling writer Mark
Millar tackled one of DCÕs greatest heroes:
Superman! This collection brings together timeless
tales of the Man of Steel, from SupermanÕs good-bye
to Earth to Lois LaneÕs personal account of a life
forever changed by the Big Blue Boy Scout. Explore
the heart of Superman, and the root of Lex LuthorÕs
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obsession with him, in stories from MillarÕs Eisnernominated run on Superman Adventures. Plus,
reimagine the Man of Tomorrow, in a world where
Detective Harvey Dent undergoes a metamorphosis
from man to Superman. Superman by Mark Millar
features art by Aluir Amancio (The Spirit), Georges
Jeanty (Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Season Eight),
Jackson Guice (Superman: The Death of Superman),
Mike Manley (Batman), Sean Phillips (Sleeper), Mike
Wieringo (The Flash) and more. Collects the greatest
of MillarÕs earliest work on Superman: Team
Superman #1, Tangent Comics: The Superman #1,
Superman Adventures #19, #25-27, #30, #31, #36,
#52 and stories from Superman 80-Page Giant #2
and DC One Million 80-Page Giant #1,000,000.

Prodigy #6 (of 6)
La miniserie di supereroi più chiacchierata da anni
arriva in formato digitale in tutta la sua sanguinolenta
gloria! Mark -ULTIMATES- Millar, con l’aiuto delle
splendide matite di J. G. Jones, esamina cosa succede
quando il potere assoluto corrompe il classico “uomo
qualunque”. La vita dell’ordinario Wesley Gibson
viene, infatti, stravolta quando scopre di essere il
figlio di uno dei più letali assassini della storia e che
ha dentro di sé tutto quello che serve per seguire le
orme del padre! Un capolavoro del mondo dei fumetti
contemporanei, conosciuto anche dal grande pubblico
grazie al film con Angelina Jolie!

Wanted. Il crimine paga
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Supercrooks Premiere HC
This collection displays a range of approaches and
contemporary developments in the expanding field of
film-philosophy. The essays explore central issues
surrounding the conjunction of film and philosophy,
presenting a varied yet coherent reflection on the
nature of this conjunction.

Jupiter's Legacy #5
Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the
universeÕs most wanted felons. Each the leader of
their own criminal ops, they run heists across the
galaxiesÑhopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone
inside. But when both women are betrayed by their
crews, the bandits only have one thing on their
minds: REVENGE.

The Flash by Grant Morrison & Mark
Millar
Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's
most wanted felons. Each the leader of their own
criminal ops, they run heists across the galaxies -hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone inside.
But when both women are betrayed by their crews,
the bandits 0nly have one thing on their minds:
REVENGE. Collects issues 1-5.

Legacy Of Luther Strode
This explosive miniseries climax is a high-octane
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magical battle of good versus evil, as the remaining
Magic Order wizards make a last stand against
Madame Albany and the forces of darkness. Family
bonds are tested, blood is spilled, and black magic
threatens life as we know it.

The Art of Millarworld
Growing up in Detroit, Roscoe and his friends know all
about hard luck. But their fates take a different turn
when they stumble upon a street drug called MPH -little pills that give them the power of super speed,
and the opportunity of a lifetime. But zooming
through their riches has its downsides. When time is
your only asset, what happens when the clock runs
out? Collects MPH #1-4

Space Bandits #1 (of 5)
Die Neuausgabe des Klassikers mit umfangreichem
Bonusmaterial! Du hast einen miesen Job, deine
Freundin betrügt dich und auch sonst läuft alles
schief. Dann entdeckst du, dass du der Sohn eines
Super-Killers mit übermenschlichen Kräften bist und
dessen Fähigkeiten geerbt hast. Scheiße, was? Von
wegen! Saucool. "Der Watchmen der
Superverbrecher." Sunday Times.

American Jesus: The New Messiah #1
Imagine you're twelve years old and suddenly
discover that you are the returned Jesus Christ. You
can turn water into wine, make the crippled walk and
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perhaps even raise the dead. What do you and your
family do, and how does it affect you knowing that
you're destined to grow up and take part in a conflict
that people have been waiting almost two thousand
years for? Chosen has been described in the British
press as Spider-Man meets The Book of Revelation.
SFX Magazine describes it as Harry Potter for
Christian fundamentalists.

Wanted
The landscape of the Marvel Universe is changing,
and it's time to choose: Whose side are you on? A
conflict has been brewing, threatening to pit friend
against friend, brother against brother - and all it will
take is a single misstep to cost thousands their lives
and ignite the fuse! As the war claims its first victims,
no one is safe as teams, friendships and families
begin to fall apart. The crossover that rewrites the
rules, Civil War stars Spider-Man, the New Avengers,
the Fantastic Four, the X-Men and the entirety of the
Marvel pantheon! Collects Civil War (2006) #1-7.

Wanted
Dive back into the world of Superman: The Animated
Series with this collection of comics featuring the
iconic cast and some legendary creators! SUPERMAN
ADVENTURES VOL. 4 is the perfect book for Superman
fans of all ages! Superman: The Animated Series was
an instant classic, developed by the same team
behind Batman: The Animated Series and featuring
some of the greatest Superman adventures ever
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committed to film. Witness Superman’s epic battle
with Doctor Fate. See if robotic toys take over the
world! Gawk as Bizarro and Lobo wreak havoc on
Metropolis. Find out if Jimmy Olsen can save
Superman from Darkseid! SUPERMAN ADVENTURES
VOL. 4 features stories by Mark Millar (Ultimate
Avengers), Aluir Amancio (JUSTICE LEAGUE
ADVENTURES), Terry Austin (GREEN LANTERN) and
others. Collects SUPERMAN ADVENTURES #26-35.

Wanted - Comic zum Film
- In the '40s, it was DC. In the '60s, it was Marvel. Now
Millarworld has reshaped comics in the 21st century
and turned into a powerhouse force to be reckoned
with. Riding a wave of grand-slam properties ranging
from comics to box office smash hits like Wanted,
starring Angelina Jolie, and Kick-Ass and Kick-Ass 2,
Mark Millar has built an empire by collaborating with
the industry's finest artists. In honor of its tenth
anniversary, and for the first time, Millarworld collects
all the cover artwork from Kick-Ass, Wanted, Superior,
The Secret Service, Nemesis, SuperCrooks, Chosen,
War Heroes, Jupiter's Legacy, and its newest title,
MPH. Also featured are behind-the-scenes interviews
by the main artist for each title and includes rare,
stunning variants by special guest artists like Bill
Sienkiewicz, Adam Hughes, Marc Silvestri, Bryan
Hitch, Adam Kubert, Geof Darrow, Phil Noto, Jock,
Dave Johnson, and more!

Superman Adventures Vol. 4
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Take a journey into the dark minds of DC's most
dangerous super-villains in these tales starring The
Joker, the Mist, Captain Cold, Signalman, the
Puppeteer, Clock King, Mr. Who and many more.
Collects WANTED: THE WORLD'S MOST DANGEROUS
VILLAINS #1-9 from 1972, which reprinted stories
from ACTION COMICS #57 and 69; BATMAN #25, 84
and 112; WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #6 and 111; THE
FLASH #114 and 121; ADVENTURE COMICS #72 and
77; GREEN LANTERN #1 and 33; WONDER WOMAN
#36; SENSATION COMICS #66 and 71; MORE FUN
COMICS #65, 73 and 76; FLASH COMICS #86, 90 and
100; ALL-AMERICAN COMICS #61; KID ETERNITY #15;
and DOLL MAN QUARTERLY #15.

Reborn
Set in a brilliant new sci-fi universe, Sharkey is a bluecollar bounty hunter tracking criminals across the
galaxy in his converted, rocket-powered ice-cream
truck. Aided and abetted by his ten-year-old partner,
he's out for the biggest bounty of his career. Collects
SHARKEY THE BOUNTY HUNTER #1-6

Prodigy
In a quiet seaside town, Huck uses his special gifts to
do a good deed each day. His neighbors return the
favors by keeping his abilities a secret. But when a
newcomer alerts the media, a firestorm erupts,
sending Huck on an adventure that will change
everything. This brand-new series from writer MARK
MILLAR and artist RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE presents a
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comicbook unlike anything youÍve read before.
Featuring a Feel-Good Movie variant cover by RAFAEL
ALBUQUERQUE.

Superman by Mark Millar
The MILLAR-CAPULLO smash-hit, sell-out REBORN is
here. Where do you go when you die? Not heaven or
hell--somewhere else. Somewhere you have to fight
to survive. Somewhere the people from the past are
waiting for you--the good and the bad. Superstar
creators MARK MILLAR and GREG CAPULLO join forces
to create the sci-fi story of the year, collecting issues
1-6.

Huck #1
In this acclaimed collaboration, iconic comic book
creators Grant Morrison (MULTIVERSITY) and Mark
Millar (THE AUTHORITY) conspire to put the Scarlet
Speedster through the most grueling and lifechanging challenges they can conjure up! First, the
Flash must battle against every heroÕs nightmareÑa
sentient super-costume that consumes the life force
of anyone who wears it. Then, the Fastest Man Alive
must find a way to counter his old foe the Mirror
Master before everyone he cares about is reverseaged out of existence. After that, Wally West barely
has time to breathe before heÕs forced to enter a
race spanning all of time and space against an
unbeatable opponentÑwith the loserÕs world to be
erased from existence! Of course, with friends like Jay
Garrick, Max Mercury, and Jesse Quick by his side, the
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Keystone Comet can face down nearly any threat
imaginableÑbut not even an entire team of
speedsters can outrun death itself. And when the
Black Flash comes for him, Wally will have to go
deeper into the Speed Force than heÕs ever daredÑor
lose everything he holds dear! Morrison and Millar are
joined by artists Paul Ryan, John Nyberg, Ron Wagner,
Pop Mhan and many more for a celebrated run with
comicsÕ most celebrated runner in THE FLASH BY
GRANT MORRISON & MARK MILLARÑcollecting THE
FLASH #130-141, GREEN LANTERN #96 and GREEN
ARROW #130.

Space Bandits
When the market is flooded with competition, and the
authorities are always on your tail, what's an allAmerican super villain to do? Go to Spain, of course!
Johnny Bolt convinces his villainous pals to pull off
one last heist in the land of bullfighting and churros but will culture shock get to them before the policia
do? And when Johnny's target is revealed as the
Bastard, the greatest super villain of all time, things
go horribly wrong - but it's too late to turn back. A
massive secret in the American super-hero
community might just work in their favor - and if the
Supercrooks can survive, it will mean an enormous
payday! From the writer who brought you KICK-ASS
and the artist of SUPERIOR and SECRET INVASION!
Collecting SUPERCROOKS #1-4.

Wanted omnibus edition
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Twelve-year-old Simon Pooni was a normal kid with a
great life, until multiple sclerosis hit. He lost the
ability to walk, went blind in one eye and sometimes
could barely speak. Every night, Simon would pray his
multiple sclerosis somehow would go away.
"Somehow" turned out to be a magic monkey named
Orman, who granted Simon one wish. And with that,
Simon stood transformed into a real-life version of
Superior, the legendary comic-book hero. Simon
spent one glorious week saving those in need,
averting natural disasters - becoming the mostbeloved man on the planet. But Orman ominously
cautioned Simon all would be explained in one week.
Will Simon be forced to go back to life in a wheelchair
after being the world's greatest hero? Faced with
adversity, will he prove himself to truly beSuperior?
Collecting SUPERIOR #1-7.

Wolverine: Enemy of the State
CIVIL WAR? Nothing. KICK-ASS? A warmup. What if the
smartest, toughest costumed bad ass in the world
was totally evil? Meet Nemesis. He's systematically
been destroying the lives of every police chief in Asia,
and he's now set his sights on Washington, DC.
Between you and me, the police don't have a chance.
Do not miss the book that EVERYONE is talking about
by the creative team that made CIVIL WAR the
biggest book of the decade. Collecting MILLAR &
MCNIVEN'S NEMESIS #1-4.

Wolverine
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The Authority, now under Jack Hawksmoor's
leadership following Jenny Sparks' death at the end of
the 20th Century, face multiple foes such as a mad
scientist and his army of superhumans who wanted to
influence the 21st Century through Jenny Spark's
successor Jenny Quantum, a previous Doctor who
manipulated the Earth itself, and a duplicate team of
superheroes modeled on the Authority that was
created and backed by the G7 group of nations.
Collects THE AUTHORY #13-29

Millar and McNiven's Nemesis
Holy Terror
Edison has cracked the code, and the threat the world
faces is worse than he could ever imagine. The forces
of evil are uniting, rising up to destroy Earth and
slaughter mankind. How can Edison protect the
human race from total destruction?

American Jesus Volume 1: Chosen (New
Edition)
From the writer of the Universal hit, Wanted, comes
his next graphic novel on the way to becoming a
feature film! American Jesus Volume 1: Chosen
follows a twelve-year-old boy who suddenly discovers
he's returned as Jesus Christ. He can turn water into
wine, make the crippled walk, and, perhaps, even
raise the dead! How will he deal with the destiny to
lead the world in a conflict thousands of years in the
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making?

Civil War
Mike Grell’s defining run on the Emerald Archer
concludes here in GREEN ARROW VOL. 9: OLD
TRICKS. Oliver Queen’s New Year’s bash is in full
swing when an arrow strikes him from the rooftops. A
mysterious archer from Ollie’s past has come for his
head. With the return of Shado, and the aid of Dinah
Lance and Marianne, they will have to scour the
Seattle Underground to uncover the truth. With
tension growing between Dinah and Oliver after his
kiss with Marianne, will surviving the archer be
enough to keep them together? Collecting issues
#73-80 and Grell’s origin story, GREEN ARROW: THE
WONDER YEAR #1-4.

Wanted
NEW EDITION CHOSEN. After surviving a freak
accident, a twelve-year-old boy discovers he's the
returned Jesus Christ. He can turn water into wine,
make the crippled walkhe can even raise the dead.
How will he deal with his destiny -- to lead the world
in a conflict that's been thousands of years in the
making? Collects AMERICAN JESUS: CHOSEN #1-3

Superior
Wesley Gibson is one of life?s losers. His job sucks; his
girlfriend?s cheating on him; his life?s going nowhere.
Then he finds out everything he believed about his
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life was a lieFor Wesley is actually the son of the
Killer, the world?s most deadly assassin! Now the Fox
- his father?s former lover - offers to train Wesley as
the new Killer and bring him into a powerful society of
super-villains. But does Wesley really have what it
takes? And can he avoid his father?s fate when a coup
inside the society puts him in the firing line?

The Magic Order #6 (of 6)
Chronicles the quest of "the Fixer" as he battles a
deadly menace threatening Empire City and its
inhabitants.

Wanted 1
Wolverine stars in a brand-new adventure from the
mind of super-star writer Jason Aaron (WOLVERINE
AND THE X-MEN, THOR ) that pits Wolverine against
classic villains and a threat unlike any he has ever
faced! COLLECTING: WOLVERINE: JAPAN'S MOST
WANTED 1-13

Chosen
Kingsman: the Secret Service
Wolverine has long been the X-Men's most dangerous
member - but now, this deadly living weapon has
switched sides! Defeated by the Gorgon and
brainwashed by Hydra and the Hand, Wolverine has
become an agent of the ruthless ninja clan - slicing
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and dicing his way through S.H.I.E.L.D., the Fantastic
Four and the X-Men! And his former friends and
teammates will pay a very high price to subdue him.
As Hydra picks off superhumans one by one and the XMen mourn a fallen friend, S.H.I.E.L.D. works
feverishly to deprogram Wolverine. Can he be turned
against his former masters in time to prevent
worldwide death and destruction? Prepare for death
and destruction as only modern masters Mark Millar
and John Romita Jr. can deliver! Plus: A haunting tale
of World War II, illustrated by Kaare Andrews!
COLLECTING: WOLVERINE (2003) 20-32

Il crimine paga. Wanted
Graphic content : some material may not be suitable
for children.

Sharkey The Bounty Hunter
The LUTHER STRODE Saga ends here. Luther and
Petra are on the road that will lead them to the final
confrontation with Cain, the first murderer and
architect of Luther's pain. Collects THE LEGACY OF
LUTHER STRODE #1-6

Chosen
Meet BARNABAS WOLFEÐa former supervillain with
Sherlock Holmesian instincts who hunts heroes for the
U.S. government. While Brandon and Uncle Walter
struggle with their utopian vision for America, Chloe
and family live under the radar in Australia. But their
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peaceful lives are about to explode when the
authorities find suspicious super-activity Down Under,
and send their #1 weapon to investigate. The
generation gap is about to reach the next level as
MILLAR and QUITELY bring their epic to a head!

DC's Wanted: The World's Most
Dangerous Super-Villains
Edison Crane's not content being the world's
smartestman and most successful businessman -- his
brilliant mind needs constantlychallenged. He's a
Nobel Prize-winning scientist, genius composer,
Olympicathlete and an expert in the occult, and now
international governments arecalling on him to fix
problems they just can't handle. Collects Prodigy 1-6.

Green Arrow Vol. 9: Old Tricks
AMERICAN JESUS returns with THE NEW MESSIAH. A
virgin pregnancy in '70s New York forces a young
couple to flee for their lives, as evil powers close in to
destroy them. An angel in a dream foretells a dark
future and a battle with the Antichrist. The teenagers
go on the run with only their faith.

MPH
Around the globe, pop-culture celebrities are being
abducted, and no one knows why. Jack London -superspy -- is on the case. But Jack has problems of
his own: a deadbeat sister and her out-of-control son.
Young Eggsy has fallen in with the wrong crowd, and
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his life is circling the drain. Only Jack stands between
his nephew and a jail cell. But seeing something of
himself in Eggsy, Jack offers him one last chance for a
future -- in spy school. Out of his element, surrounded
by the best and the brightest, are Eggsy's street
smarts enough for him to make it as a secret agent?
Does he have what it takes to help his uncle find the
celebrities and save the world? This 2017 edition
comes with a limited edition FOX MOVIE COVER and a
brand-new cover by DAVE GIBBONS, revealed in
August."--

New Takes in Film-Philosophy
The greatest super hero comic of all-time is finally
here WOLVERINE: ENEMY OF THE STATE's team of
MARK MILLAR (CIVIL WAR) and JOHN ROMITA JR.
(WORLD WAR HULK) reunite for the best new book of
the 21st century Have you ever wanted to be a super
hero? Dreamed of donning a mask and just heading
outside to some kick-ass? Well, this is the book for
you- the comic that starts where other super hero
books draw the line. KICK-ASS is realistic super heroes
taken to the next level. Miss out and you're an idiot

The Authority
What would happen if your girlfriend left you for your
best friend and your boss gave your job away, then
someone revealed that you were the next in line to
join a secret society of super-villians that controlled
the entire planet? Here is a look at one man who goes
from being the world's biggest loser to the deadliest
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assassin alive. Ages 17 and up
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